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Introduction

My delegation is pleased to report on developments in implementation of the
Long-Term Arrangement in the sixth Long-Term Arrangement year. My statement will
discuss those areas in which the United States has played a rôle in the orderly
growth of world trade in cotton textiles, particularly for the developing countries,
and also certain problems in implementation which have tended to detract from the
effectiveness of the Long-Term Arrangement.

The Long-Term Arrangement, in its Preamble, cites the need for constructive and
collective action for the development of world trade, particularly as it concerns the
economic development of developing countries, by making available to them larger
opportunities for increasing their exchange earnings from world trade. The Preamble
also recognizes that in thus providing opportunities for increased exports of cotton
textiles from these cDuntries, situations may arise which cause or threaten to cause
disruption of the market for cotton textiles, and that this trade must develop in a
reasonable and orderly manner to avoid disruptive effects in individual markets and
on individual lines of production in both importing and exporting countries. It is
to the workable fusion of these concepts - the development and maintenance of
orderly growth in world trade - that the Long-Term Arrangement is directed.

My Government believes that the record orer the first six years of the Long-
Term Arrangement indicates progress in our collective effort to solve problems of
common concern in regard to cotton textiles. From the vantage point of both
exporting and importing countries it has magnified world trade opportunities and
has helped to curb disruption in the markets of participating countries by safe-
guarding certain basic order while concurrently minimizing the need for resort to
restrictive unilateral action.

United States Imports

I would like to examine the levels of United States cetton textile imports
during the sixth year of the Arrangement (1 October 1967-30 September 1968).

Total imports of cotton textiles into the United States during the sixth
Long-Term Arrangement year amounted to 1.6 billion square yards compared with
1.1 billion yards during the Short-Term Arrangement year, and the average of
1.3 billion yards during the first five Long-Term Arranganent years. This represented
an increase of nearly 45 per cent over the Short-Term Arrangement year.
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These levels continue to mark the United States as the world's largest
market for cotton textiles,importing cotton textiles from more than ninety
countries.

Imports from the developingcountries to theUnited States in the sixth
Long-Term Arrangement year totalle d 1,0)44m.illion squae . yards, an inceoase of
65 per cent over the Short-ermAr.ragementt evar's total of 634 million squares yards,
and an increase of 22 ezr entt oe!r tec ae;rg6e oer the firstf£ie_ Long-ermr
Arrangement years. Imports frm0 te. developingcoenxtreisi n the sixth Long-ermr
Arrangement e-ar accouneDd for 66 eWr cent of teo total imports of teo Uniecd
States in cotton euxties, as cm.pae d with 57 erp cent in te; Short-eamn Arrange-
ment year. Tese% quantitative incecaess ecflect graphically the Uniecd Stae-s
contribution to increasing trade frm2 developig =markets in accordance with the
objectives of the Long-TermAàrangement.

In terms of dollars, imports from all sources in the sixth Long-Term Arrange-
ment year hit a new high of $454 million. This is an increase of 53 per cent over
the value of imports in the Short-Term Arrangement year and 24 per cent above the
average of the first five Long-Term Arrangement years. This rise in the value of
imports was caused mainly by a substantial increase in imports of apparel to a
record level of $232 million. The sixth Long-Term Arrangement year was also a
record level for the dollar exchange earned by the developing countries. This
amounted to $236 million, which was 73 per cent more than the United States
imported from these countries in the Short-TermArrangement year and represented
an increase of 26 per cent over the five-year average. I think it is interesting
to note that the dollar value of imports from the developing countries alone in
the sixth Long-Term Arrangement year was higher than the value of imports from
all countries only nine years ago.

Imports from Japan and the other industrialized countries increased more
slowly than those from developing countried to a level of 532 million square yards
in the sixth Long-Term Arrangement year, a rise of ll per cent over the Short-
Term Arrangement year and over the average for the first five years of the Long-
Term Arrangement.

It right also be of some interest to note that on an overall basis the
agreed ceilings set forth in the arrangements with our twcnty-two bilateral
partners increased by more than 7 per cent between the beginning of the sixth
and the beginning of the seventh Long-Term Arrangement years. Furthermore, on
1 October 1965, the United States had agreements with eighteen nations and the
total ceilings came to 1,129 million square yards. On 1 October of this year,
The overall ceilings of the agreements with these same eighteen nations
totalled 1,417 million square yards, an increase of 26 per cent.

This increment is a reflection of the liberalization effected by the United
States in connexion with the extension of the Long-Term Arrangement during the
Kennedy Round.
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We have noted the acceleration in cotton textile imports into the United
States. I should like ta examine the nature of these imports, as well as to
analyze their trends, which demonstrate that not only have our imports increased
quantitatively, but they also reflect an increasing diversity and sophistication
in producing for export greater quantities of those textiles falling within
categories with higher unit values. This is generally reflected in increased
airports of apparel and less emphasis on mill products. The value of cotton
textile imports per square yard equivalent was 28.8 cents in the sixth Long-Term,
Arrangement year, an increase of 8 per cent over that of the Short-Terr Arrangement
year and 6 per cent over the average of the first five Long-Term Arrangement years.
Increased imports, combined with this trend from, the primary stages of manufacture
to more advanced stages with increased unit values, carries with it increased
foreign exchange earnings for the developing countries.

Position of the domestic industry

During the fourth Long-Term Arrangement year the United States cotton textile
industry reached the highest levels of activity achieved in this decade. Activity
in the industry subsequently receded and has never fully regained these levels.

Domestic consumption of cotton textile products declined during the sixth
Long-Term Arrangement year. This was accompanied by and may be related to an
increase in production of man-made fibre textiles and blends and a sharp increase
imports of these products. Imports of cotton textiles during the sixth Long-
Term Arrangement year amounted to 9.6 per cent of domestic consumption, compared
with 6.8 per cent during the Short-Term, Arrangement year. For certain products,
the ratios in the sixth Long-Term Arrangement year have been considerably higher.

Average weekly production of cotton grey goods declined by 14 per cent in
the two-year period between June 1966 and June 1968. At the same time, weaving
mill inventories increased by 26 per cent. Th, resultant ratio of inventories to
unfilled orders increased by 153 per cc-nt. This was accompanied by a 15 per cent
docrease in the number of loom hours operated in cotton mills.

Employment in the textile and apparel industry is particularly vulnerable to
these shifts in activity. The United States industry is scattered through a
large number of establishments, many of then in areas of high and chronic
unemployment. There are few alternative employmentopportunities for the kind of
workers employed in textile and apparel production, many of whom have low
educational attainment and possess limited skills. This industry, in these terms,
has been of particular importance in providing employment opportunities for these
in the United States who are relatively disadvantaged.

Problems of implementation

Many of the problems we face are related to rising imports of wool, man-made
fibre textiles and blonds with cotton, most of which are computitive with cotton
textiles, and are generally outside the purview of the Long-Term Arrangement.
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Some of the problems we face today, however, can be traced directly to certain
shortcomings in the implementation of the Arrangement by the participating
countries. I should like to address myselfto certainof those areas about which
my Government has been particularly concerned during the course of the recentucclnt
LongATerm ement years. Indeed,many represent contif cantnuing,ems bhirs which
were firsg reeoÉnhen whe Long-TermA-LaTgement was in its infancy.cy.

Ovwrsmip.ents tonzenuto plaque my Governmentinadministering levels of
restraint set up pursuant to the Long-Term Arrangement .My Government recognizes,
of course, that overshipments can, sometimes do, occur inadvertently.
Misunderstandidngs oftenarise withregard to classification.In numerous
instances, these have been easily reselved by the mutual co-opration of the
concerned governments and by the explanationandexchange of _f classification
prec'deras.

B m" y Gevamnrent has also norcledod that me .e instances of overshmerants
have not eecn inadvertent. ehcre he be ben se a:ase-ss wrerD countries vaUe
obviously ignored restraintelavels and have continued to ship cotton textiles in
violation of sucl 1elsis. Theercsulnt1t burden of these actions on ehc
governmentof f'oth h the expertgn- and the importing countries is obvious and
onerous. ehure there are overshipments, there must e- compensation, in the form
of deductio s.fr m. levels applicable to future periods.

The United States has emphasized before this Commiteec, both in 1963 and
1964, that the Long-Tm r. Arraniemntmposeses reciprocal obligations on
participating nations imaintaining ng orderly maek1ts. Exporting countries, no
less thai Lmporting countries must contribute to the maintenance of an orderly
pattern in international cotton textile trade. Implicit in this basic concept is
not only the obligation to oveid overshiprments, but also to make an effective
effort to avoid undue concentration of exports within short-time periods.
Problems of import spacing he c: in fact plagued our domestimarirket during the
fifth and sixth Long-Tera Arrangement years, even in instances where the level of
trade was within the ceilings established in the arrangements. As an example of
this problems, one exporting country pmrritted shmercnt to the United States of
nearly 95 per ceno cf its annual yarn ceiling within a period of less than
three months. The et have been other such instances, all of which are serious
problems in th- domestic market. The deercssgni effect isonct onlyelct by the
importing country, but can also have detmentatal effects on the market for
products of other exporting uolnteits.

Despite eht inte t. f' the Lgn.eTm .i Arranmeient that provisions incorporated
in that insurament erc toebo in lieu of other rstrictions and controls on trade
in cotton textiles, certain countries contieu. to employerustricte.. trade
practices ranging ome menbgoes sote leccnsg ,- sysmers which iepedu international
trade in cottonextilesvs. Semi of ehcse hev-, seriouslympeded co eur efforts to
increaso eur exportsMoreioevcr, wheoneneocOuntryefuses;s to aeccpt the exports
fmon a third nation, or restricts theraesevurely, these. Experts oftenetond to be
diverted fm ra countries with ese ,erGstrictionsote eho United States miiply
because the Unetud States is the laegcst singlm naekct. Weebaeiive it is essential
that any restraint on imports of cotton textiles fm ne cither participating
countries or non-participants be justified under the Long-Tmnr Arrangement.
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My Government has demonstrated from the beginning of the Long-Term Arrange-
ment that there is flexibility in its attitude when it is forced to take those
actions deemed necessary under the Arrangement to foster orderly world growth
of the cotton textiles trade. My Government, in invoking the provisions of
Article 3, for example, does so only after analysis of its domestic market and
after studies have demonstrated the need for the imposition of restraints. At
present, the United States maintains Article 3 restraints on exports in certain
categories of goods only from seven countries, all of which are non-participants.
A total of five restraint actions were tarminated during, the fifth and sixth
Long-Term Arrarngement years. Certain other restraint, actions are currently being
examined to determine whether they should be renewed or terminated.

Failure to impose necessary restraints would threaten the equity position of
participating countries and in so doing would constitute a breach of our stated
obligations under the terms of the Long-Term Arrangement.


